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1.  Rounds are either Day or Night. Players take their turns within 
a Round.

2.  Prepare the Round
game, as it was completed during setup):

 a.  Flip the Day/Night Board

  Reset the Source – Reroll all mana dice in the Source, 
following the conditions outlined in the “Game Setup” 
section.

 c.

Elite, etc.)
monasteries on the map, add one 

 d.

 e.  – Follow the same steps as for 

 f.  Collect Tactic cards

cards in the game area, face up. 
 g.  Each player:

if he is on or next to a keep or city – see the description 

3.  Players choose Tactic cards for this Round.

area.

the player with the second lowest Fame, etc. In case of 

a tie, the player whose Round Order token is in a lower 

    Note: 

(last).

4.  Players play their turns:

player may announce the End of the Round instead of 
playing his turn. If he does, each other player takes one last 
turn and then the Round ends.

5.  Check the Scenario description to see whether the game is 

Scenario description to determine the outcome of the game.

1.  Choose a scenario

agree to them.
2.  Player Order/Hero Selection – Determine an order for players 

to make their Hero selection. In that order, each player chooses 

components.

column, while the token for the player that picked last is at 

3.  Setup the Game – Follow the directions in the “Game Setup” 

scenario description for any exceptions or special rules that 
may modify the game setup.

4.  Play the Game – Play out the Rounds of the game until you 

you reach the Round limit.
5.  Outcome of the Game

scoring rules outlined in the scenario.

check them whenever you see text written like this
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 Players put one of their Shield 
tokens on the 0 space of the Fame track and one on the central 
0 space of the Reputation track.

 Sort the enemy (round) and ruin 

face down piles. Next to each pile, there is a space for discarded 

and create a new face down pile.

face up pile.
 Spells deck and 

Advanced Action deck and . Prepare 
in the same way as for Spells.

 Regular Unit deck and Elite Unit deck

decks.

monastery on the map). 
Each player puts his Round Order token 

alternate. 
Move costs 

terrains.
Source. Roll as many mana dice as there 

true.

each type you should use to form this deck. 
 –  For Countryside tiles 
 –  For Core tiles 

tiles in the same direction as the starting tile. 

  Site Description cards and Scoring card

 City cards and 
will not need them until later in the game.

Put the mana tokens 
unused mana dice there, as sometimes you may need to roll a 
die during the game.

is the , in which you store crystals gained during the 
game.

Command 
token.

Deed deck. 

Deed deck (according to your Hand limit depicted on your 

 Here you discard played cards at the end of your 
turn (and sometimes also some cards during your turn).

 Each player has 10 Skill tokens in his color. 
Randomize them and put them in a face down pile.

front of him, where he can play cards during his turn.

hhh

Play Area

Unit area

Command  
token

Player’s hand

Discard pile 
(face up)

Gained 
Skills

Shield 
tokens

Deed deck

Pile of Level 
tokens

Hero card

Pile of Skill 
tokens Skill 

Description 
card
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DEED CARDS

Deed cards. 

Action card

.
Spell

its .
Artifact , or it 

thrown away strong 
. 

 d.  Wound cards
 e.  Any non-Wound card

played Deed cards go to your discard 

discard one or more of them. 
pay extra mana of some color, 

or to discard (put to your discard pile) or throw away

USING UNITS

(recruited) during the game are displayed in front of the player 

Deed deck or discard pile).
Command token. 

above them are considered to 
Ready. 

Spent.

Wounded.
4.  Newly recruited Units 

tokens are occupied, you must disband

activated for 

depicted color. 

no longer Ready, it is spent until the end of the Round. 

Ready a Unit”, you may 

7.  Banner Artifacts

 is 

pile.

Deed deck.

USING SKILLS

own set of Skill tokens.

 a.  Players put the Skill tokens they gain during the game face 
up in front of them.

also Skill tokens of other characters in the game. If they do, 
they can use them the same way as their own – once a Skill 
is in the game, it does not matter to which character set it 

Skill Description card of 
the corresponding character. 

 a.  once a 
Round

Round.
once a 

until the start of your 

announce it loudly and put the token in the center of the 

once 
each turn.

USING MANA

basic colors of mana in the game (red, blue, 
white and green

 a.  

 a.  During Day Rounds, gold mana 

Night Rounds, black mana 

Source represents pure mana present in the world. Each 
turn, a player may take one mana die from the Source and use it 
as mana of the color shown on the die. 

 a.  Reroll any dice taken from the Source this way at the end of 

the mana. Players are not allowed to take a die and then not 

EFFECTS

terms are explained in the rules.

always lasts until the end of the current turn (unless 
stated otherwise).

check the game website for 
FAQs.

“GAIN” EFFECTS

the corresponding color and put it in your Play area. 

to your Play area instead.

placed on top of your Deed deck unless stated otherwise.

remaining cards down and adding a new card to the top slot 

monastery), do not 

next Round.

DISCARDING AND

THROWING AWAY

discard a card, put the discarded card 

throw away a card then:
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REVERTING

It is faster to playout your turn and change your mind than to exactly as they were. 

village Description card 
before your turn” or “on 

another player’s turn”. 

this Round.

checked after these actions are completed.
2.  If your Deed deck is empty at the start of your turn, and if the 

forfeit 
your turn and announce the End of the Round. If you do, each 

 a.  You may only announce End of the Round if your Deed deck 
is empty at the start of your turn. 

must announce End of the Round if your Deed deck is 
no cards in your hand at the start of 

your turn.

it is up to you whether to announce End of the Round, or 
whether to play your turn.

player, you must forfeit your turn.
3.  If you forfeit your turn, your turn ends immediately; you cannot 

mines or 
magical glade). 

two options: playing a 
Regular turn, or Resting. 

card during or at the end of your turn (except if your hand 

5.  Playing a Regular turn movement, 
and action.

move. You may reveal 

section later.
mandatory action:

another player, you must initiate 
combat.

keep, mage 
tower, city), you must .

rampaging enemies, you must .
 c.  If there are no mandatory actions, you may choose to 

perform one (and only one) of the following voluntary 
actions:

village, monastery, keep, mage 
tower, city) you may interact with the locals. See the 
“Interaction with Locals” section later.

ruins, dungeon, tomb, monster den, 
spawning grounds) you may decide to explore them. 

rampaging enemies (orc marauders, 
draconum) in one or more adjacent spaces, you can 
decide to challenge one or more of them 

monastery, you may decide to burn it

want to take any of these actions, you can do nothing.
 d.  You may do only one action each turn (mandatory or 

 at any 

Resting
locals. 

 a.  Depending on the contents of your hand, you can either 

Standard Rest

go to your discard pile.
  Slow Recovery

your discard pile.

(Regular turn or Resting), announce that your turn is over.
 a.  First, return any mana dice to the Source. Reroll any dice 

thing you must do, as other players need this information 

Regular turn (not Resting). During 

before taking any action 
with locals).

movement 
Move points.

Move X X Move points”.
sideways to a 

 and healing 

Move points 

to accessible adjacent spaces. 

4.  Limitations:
keep, 

mage tower, or city), or with a keep 

rampaging enemy (orc marauder or draconum) until they 
are defeated.

rampaging enemy
a space adjacent to their token to another space adjacent to 

ruins, monster 
den, spawning grounds, dungeons or tombs) does not 

you wish.
reveal new map tiles:

adjacent 

scenario description).
spend 2 Move points. 

for a new tile, he must announce which of them he is 

(so the 

the starting tile). Players do not decide how to orient tiles 
when placing them. 

additional limitations apply:
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a player attempts to explore, he may use a random 

 f.  For sites on a newly revealed tile

and follow the text. Especially:
monastery

 g.  If a tile with a city

map.

garrisoned in the city. Draw corresponding enemy 

 a.  You are allowed to alternate between exploring new tiles 
and moving.

mana for the 
card is played, or not at all.

is reduced to 0, the player may enter spaces of this terrain 

safe position (see Forced Withdrawal in the “End of the 

time (I.e. leap across spaces). Ignore any spaces you skip 

rampaging enemies. 
8.  Other players:
 a.  You are allowed to pass through 

keep
that player.

attack on that player. See 

keep
while that player is there immediately ends your 

attack on that player.
action 

city

city.
not 

allowed
as another player in these situations, you cannot do any 
action on your turn. Forced Withdrawal rules apply to you 

last turn this Round.

his last turn in the game.

Player is not allowed in your game.

teammate.

the map (villages, monasteries, keeps you own, and mage 
towers and cities
action for that turn. 

 to generate .

sideways on a 
column as .

 and healing 

Reputation 
track. It may indicate a 

on the X space of the Reputation track, 
you cannot interact at all!

city
total for each Shield token 

spend 
Site 

Description card, or the corresponding City card for options.
recruit a Unit 

card) matches the site (icon in the upper right corner of 

section.

cost).
Healing points villages
points and at monasteries

Healing” section.
monastery Site Description card, 

a player can learn a new Advanced Action 

until the start of the next Round.
learn new Spells 

mage tower
points as well as one mana of the same color as the Spell 

 e.  Each city has its own interaction option depicted on the 

In the Red city, you can buy Artifacts 

+
 In the Blue city, you can buy 
Spells as if you are in a mage 
tower.

+  In the White city, you can recruit 
Units of all types

add one 

/ ? In the Green city

from the 
after) or a random card from the top of the Advanced 
Action deck. Put the gained card on top of your Deed 
deck.

any number of things 

points to pay for them.
 a.  You apply the bonus or penalty (for Reputation and for 

Shield tokens in a city) only once per turn, no matter how 
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 (keep, 
mage tower, or city assault, 

you , regardless of the outcome of the 

keep
player counts as assault and you lose 1 Reputation. If 
the other player is present in the keep, you start Player 

drawn as garrison of the keep (worth half Fame).
adventure site containing enemies 

(dungeon or tomb monster den or 
spawning grounds, or ruins with enemies), you may 

 c.  If you are standing at a monastery, you may announce  
that you are attempting to burn it. If you do, you get 
Reputation -3, then draw a random purple enemy token as 
the defender.

 d.  If you are standing adjacent to a rampaging enemy 
token (orc marauder or draconum), you can challenge 
it to combat. If there are rampaging enemies on multiple 
adjacent spaces, you can choose to challenge one or more of 

rampaging 
enemy token to another space directly adjacent to the same 

rampaging enemy to attack you.

rampaging 
enemies

one or more rampaging enemies
the defenders and these rampaging enemies
rampaging enemies

rampaging enemies

rampaging enemy
then challenge one or more rampaging enemies adjacent 

, you may also challenge 
any rampaging enemies

 d.  You cannot challenge extra enemies when entering an 

same time. On your turn, you may do only one action, and 

separate actions.

 a.  Ranged and Siege Attack phase

  Block phase

 c.  Assign Damage phase

 d.  Attack phase
remaining in your hand (including Ranged and Siege 

to eliminate enemies.
4.  During each phase a player can play corresponding cards, use 

in a separate columns.

red

enemies with Fire resistance .
blue

enemies with .
 during any 

 a.  Errata: 

ENERGY FLOW / ENERGY STEAL Spell, which 
 icons, instead of 

pppppppp

RANGED AND SIEGE

ATTACK PHASE

1.  During this phase, you may perform one or more attacks, or 
pass and do nothing.

choose one or more enemy tokens as 
the target of the attack.

Ranged Attacks and Siege Attacks of 

in a column to help keep track of your total.

 on their token), only 
Siege Attacks 

) 
even by Siege 

Attacks.
Cards cannot be played sideways 

3.  Now total the Attack value 
 a.  If at least one targeted enemy has one or more Resistance 

icons, then all attacks of a type that match a resistance icon 

equal 
or exceed the total Armor 
If it does, the targeted enemies are defeated. 

 a.  Defeated enemy tokens are immediately discarded to the 

discard pile next to their corresponding enemy pile; they do 

scores Fame 

do not Level up 

Attack of lower 

and cancel your attack.

columns. 

may want to deal with them with separate attacks, as the 

of the type it is resistant to.

BLOCK PHASE

actively 
counter the attack 

2.  For each enemy with the Summon 
enemy token and add it to the enem group now.

summoned monster replaces the summoning enemy. 

3.  Choose a single attacking enemy
Blocks of any elemental type – Fire, Ice, 

together in a column to help keep track of your total.

certain Blocks are fully 
:

 
attack .

.

.

.
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 a.  If the enemy has the Swift ability 

blocked enemy token is set aside. Its attack 
was stopped and it will do no damage during the next phase of 

. You cannot lower 

it goes through at the full strength. 

any number of attacking enemies during this 

ASSIGN DAMAGE PHASE

deal damage 
from their attacks during this phase.

 a.  If there are none, skip this phase.

2.  Each enemy deals damage
 a.  If the enemy has the Brutal 

3.  You must assign all damage. You can assign damage to one or 

Hero.
4.  You can assign damage to a Unit as long as it is not Wounded. 

Wound card 
Unit becomes Wounded regardless of how 

 
if any.

 Exception resistant to the elements of the 

reduce amount of the damage by the Unit’s 
Armor 

all remaining damage to your Hero. 

Wound card in your 

 Repeat the above process 

 c.  Knock out

you are knocked out – immediately discard all non-
Wound cards from your hand.

towards knock out.

you can use any of your Skills, and you continue taking 

Hero.
Special enemy abilities related to damage dealing:

 a.  If an enemy has the Poison 

Paralyze 

hand.
 c.  If an enemy has the Summon 

damage of the summoned enemy (taking into account any 

summoned enemy token to its corresponding discard pile. 
assigned the damage from all 

unblocked enemies.

ATTACK PHASE

works the same way as the Ranged and 

 a.  You can combine any Attacks: Ranged, Siege or regular. In 

, you can 

may be played sideways to an attack 

phase only.
 Errata TORNADO and DISINTEGRATION 

COMBAT OUTCOMES

1.  Combat ends 

 a.  If you were assaulting a city, put one of your Shield tokens 
each enemy you defeated. Put the 

Shields in a row, so you can determine in which order they 
were put there later.

2.  If you defeated all enemies at the site, depending on the site:
 a.  If you defeated one or more rampaging enemies

meaning now, treat it as an empty space. You do not mark 

(+1 for each orc marauders, +2 for each draconum). 
adventure site, mark the 

claim the reward indicated on the Site Description card. Do 
not pick your reward before the end of your turn; you 
can take your time choosing a reward while other players 
are playing.

 c.  If you defeated all the defenders of a , you end 

   Note: If some rampaging enemies

.
keep or mage tower, mark it with a Shield 

token. 
mage tower, you will get to choose a Spell at the 

end of your turn as a reward. 
city

 d.  If you defeated the defenders of a monastery, mark the 
monastery monastery is now 
burned and is treated like an empty space for the remainder 

your reward.
3.  If you did not defeat all the enemies at the site:
 a.  If you fail to defeat a rampaging enemy, it stays in its space.

dungeon, tomb 
or monastery

drawn.
 c.  If you failed to defeat the enemy in a monster den, or one or 

spawning grounds or ruins, return any 
remaining monsters face up on the space. Next time a Hero 

   Note: You may decide to return them face down, so that 
they are not confused with rampaging enemies

game.
 d.  If you failed to defeat all the defenders of a , 

from. If it is not a safe place, Forced withdrawal rules apply 
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1.  You can complete your turn while the next player starts theirs. 
reroll and return any mana 

dice you used to the Source.
2.  Forced withdrawal:

safe space 
conditions, with no other Hero present.

to your hand. 
3.  Clear up your play Area:
 a.  Return all mana tokens, used or unused, from your play area 

4.  
 a.  If you end your turn on a magical glade, you may throw 

crystal mine, you gain a crystal 

3 crystals of that color already – in which case you get 
nothing).

5.  Rewards from combat: If you won any rewards from a 

you choose. If you won:
 a.  Crystals

any random crystals, roll a die for each reward to determine 

instead. If gold is rolled, you may choose the color.
 Artifacts

and put the rest on top of your Deed deck in any order.

 c.  Spells or Advanced Actions – choose them from the 

 d.  Units

forfeit the reward.
 Exception:

 Level up: If your Shield token crossed one or more lines on the 

 a.  

one of these two tokens and put the other in 
any one 

Advanced Action card 
token of another player 

lowest position on the 
.

topmost position).

7.  Drawing new cards:

you must discard at least one card now.

keep you own (marked with 

keeps you own anywhere on the map.
city  

least one Shield token in, your Hand limit is increased  
city).

keep and a city

card “Planning” (see that card).

 d.  If you run out of cards in your Deed deck while drawing, 

card drawing: once your Deed deck is empty, follow its 
instructions and then continue drawing.

CITY ASSAULTS

1.  City assaults work the same way as assaulting any other 
gives 

a bonus 

 a.  In the White city

 In the Blue city

 c.  In the Red city

 d.  In the Green city

2.  If a city leader must be determined.

tokens, in front of him. Note when any player enters the city, 
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as his action for 
the turn, if he meets the following conditions:

 a.  He entered a space containing another player and does not 

city
players are not allowed on these spaces).

rampaging enemy to attack.

referred to as the aggressor, and the defending player is 
referred to as the defender

plundering a village two options.
 a.  

cannot be attacked again

skips the turn completely (he cannot 

may use a mana die from the Source.
may use Skills 

his turn.

mines or glade

skip his next turn. In that case:

turn as normal.
cannot use a mana die from the Source (unless some 

cannot use his Skill tokens 
turns of other players).

turn 
immediately ends. He cannot heal or play other special 

mana tokens remain until the end of his regular turn.

in which means he can use and what happens after 

Ranged and Siege 
Attacks, and Melee Attacks
players is forced to retreat, or when neither player wants to 
attack any more. If that is the case, the aggressor must retreat.

RANGED AND SIEGE

ATTACKS

1.  In this phase, players take turns playing Ranged and Siege 
starting with the defender

attack is referred to as the attacker and the other player is the 
blocker, regardless of who is the aggressor or defender.

perform an attack or pass. 
Ranged 

or Siege Attacks 

keep or mage tower

Blocks (and special 

not necessary to block the 
entire attack

points 

 d.  If the attack is not reduced to zero, the remainder is turned 

attacker 
chooses how to assign the damage

as much damage as is the 
Armor 

hand each time.

Hero gets wounded, the player takes one or more 

can never be discarded

onto your 
discard pile
them into your hand.

cards.
2.  Wounded Units 

Healed).
3.  Players can Heal

village or 
monastery (see the “Interacting with Locals” section). 

one Healing point to throw away a Wound card 

 pay Healing 
points equal to the level of the Unit 
upper right corner). If you do, remove the Wound card 
from the Unit

healed completely.
 d.  Players can heal any time during their turn, except during 

   Note: the magical glade 
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city.
initiate a cooperative city assault on his turn if:

city.

city

city, and if he has 

assault:
 a.  He invites one or more suitable Heroes. He may decide to 

proposes how to distribute the quantity of enemies 
in the city, i.e. how many enemies each player will face. Each 

 c.  If all invited players agree

another proposal, or continue his turn as if no proposal had 

4.  If the players agree to the proposal, all invited players 
Round Order token face down, to mark that they give up their 
next turn. 

how how long a section of the city  
cannot predict which units will defend that part).

  Participants take turns assaulting the city according to 
the Round order, starting with the player that initiated the 

next player.

city. 
 No other movement or actions are allowed.

rampaging enemies, they are 

rampaging 
enemy adjacent to the assaulted city and add them to his 
enemies.

only the enemies assigned to him 
and ignores the others.

to the player.
city

(whether or not rampaging enemies
were defeated).

space where they attacked from.
ending their turns as usual, in 

the Round order.

end of their turns, the same way as after a regular assault.

MELEE ATTACKS

 aggressor gets to start as the attacker instead of the 
defender.

 

Physical resistance).

each point of total block played.
Wound Units and/or the enemy 

Hero
there are two other ways to spend damage:

steal one Artifact 

force the blocker to retreat

rampaging enemies to attack.

in succession.

COMBAT OUTCOME

1.  If a player is forced to retreat
gain some Fame.

lower.

 c.  If he is of the same or higher Fame, he gains nothing.

more, the combat is a draw and no one gets any Fame. 
aggressor must withdraw to the space he was 

attacking from. If it is not a safe place, Forced withdrawal 

SPECIAL COMBAT

EFFECTS

target opponent’s Unwounded 
Units

Resistance.

.

instead.

enemy Hero.
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In each scenario description, there is a recommended map shape 

Wedge Map

scenario, with one extra rule:

leftmost and rightmost lane of tiles).

one another.

Fully Open Map

a maximum of 5 parallel columns of tiles. Imagine the coastline in 

See the picture.

interaction in later phases of the game.

Open Map Limited to 4 or 3 Columns

See the pictures.

play with 3 or 4 players here, someone could rush forward and the 

the pace of the game. If someone is rushing, playing most of their 

with half of their decks unused at the end of a Round. If the players 

adjusting aspect of the game would disappear, and the game 

or solo mission, there is one automated Dummy player.

Dummy Player

the Heroes that is not in the game as a Dummy player Hero. 
You only need his Hero card, his Round Order token, and his 

player only. Other characters start with no crystals.

to go.
When picking Tactics:

When it is the Dummy player’s turn:

 –  If the Dummy player has no crystals of that color in his 

matter).

as many as you can. On his next turn, the Dummy player 
announces End of the Round.

When preparing a new Round:

crystal of the same color as that Spell card to the Dummy 

than 3 crystals of the same color.

MAP SHAPEMAP SHAPE

COOPERATIVE AND SOLOO SSCCENAAAAAAAARIOSSSS

A

1

2
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forget which rules apply and which do not. 

these points do not apply for it any more.

enough, you may use these rules:

per the standard rules.

agree. If all agree, he just takes that Hero and the selection is 

goes in rounds, like an auction, except that the players earlier in 

increase.

takes the Hero and loses the Fame. Others lose nothing and 
continue following the same rules, with the next player (or the 

same player, if he did not win the auction) picking a Hero.

the last row of the Fame track (for example, he puts his Shield 

to the Hero selection order (regardless of the Fame), to make up 

cards of the same color.

replacement cards (like spades are green, hearts are red, diamonds 

added to it during the game.

Skills in a Solo Game

to his Hero card.

selection.

the Skill Description card) ignore your fellow player.

recognize friend from foe.

can also cooperate in other ways: You may agree who goes 

turn (except for cities and the portal). If this would happen, 
Forced withdrawal rules apply for the player who entered the 
space later.

each other.

Fame. Ignore the Fame of the player with higher Fame.

only the player with the largest penalty.

teams).

AUCTIONING THE HEROEES

TEAM RULES

Map Shape and Number of Tiles

the game or during it, or if you want more or less tiles to explore, 

Random Tiles Orientation

limited amount of tiles cause some patterns to repeat in the game 
from time to time. If you want, you may use this rule:

now, circles can connect to stars, creating irregular shapes.

Random Cities

and put the city of that color on the central space of the tile, 
regardless of the space color.

MAP VARIABILITY
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Each scenario goes Day, Night, Day, Night... You may change this if 

Night Arrival

also do not see who defends keeps and towers, and what dangers 
lurk in the ruins.
If using this, we recommend you roll the mana dice until there is no 

Darkness is Coming

of the game. If not, continue with another Day round, and roll 
again at its end. 

it up.

suspicious and do not trust anyone.

penalty to interaction).

rolled (red, green or gold), draw a new enemy to that space.

enemy as long as there is at least one of these tokens. You 
get Reputation +1 for each enemy token defeated.

More Rampage!

penalty to interaction).

token is added always, and if a warm (during Day) or cold 

experienced ones are playing together, you may use one or more 
of these rules.

No Interactive Spells

No Interactive Skills

icon 
Description card).

No Player versus Player Combat

or the portal), the Forced withdrawal rule applies for him.

Friendly Mana

You may agree that during the Day, a player cannot use a gold die 
as mana of certain color if there is an unused die of that color in the 
Source. i.e. if there is a red die, you cannot use a gold die to power 

die in the Source.

YTIME VARIABILITYDAY

RAMPAGE!

FRIENDLY GAME

descriptions. Once you are experienced, you may increase the city 

for a city assault.

Megapolis

a challenge for you, or if you just want to spice things up, you may 

in scenarios with three or less cities.

game.

ignored. 

not matter which was drawn for which city).

space adjacent to any of its spaces. 

any of its spaces.

simultaneously.

randomly deal all enemies, no matter who stands next to 
which part of the city.

 

 –  No matter in which part of the city his Hero is, the player 

CITY LEVELS
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natural way to learn the game rules and get familiar with them.

the Fame, any knowledge and treasures you manage to get during 
your mission are yours to keep.
For a detailed description of this scenario, see the Game 

Special Rules

matter which type).

otherwise).

Scenario End

last turn. If the Round ends during this, the game ends immediately.
Scoring

Solo Variant

a single enemy (no matter whether it is a rampaging one, or a 
monster in dungeon, or the only defender left in the city after 

takes a spare mana die and secretly selects a color on it. He 

color. 

Fame for it. gets (especially when resistant). On the other hand, sometimes the 

cards enter the game early, there is a chance you might run out 

use as many as you can. If there are none, the player who has to 
take a card gets nothing.

Action Upgrades

 –  One point for each two crystals.

count as half, rounded down).

the one with the lower Fame, if still tied, the one who played 

share at least one type (icon in the upper left corner) as the card 
thrown away.

players may take a look at the decks of other players now; during 

Drafting at the Start

upgrades for your Hero ahead of time, and can adjust your 
decisions during the game to suit your plan.

the remaining ones clockwise to the next player.

decks accidentally).

into his deck.

fewer than six rounds. Players just do not use all the cards they 
picked.

FIRST RECONNAISSANCEE 

ERACTINTE IVE COMBAT

MORE DECKBUILDING

FIRST RECONNAISSANCEE
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General Principles section).

Special Rules

principles section).
Scenario End

Scoring

how good you were. 

except:

side of the Scoring card:

least one city. 

limit, score 30 points for each such Round.

Round, score an additional 5 points.
Variants

Variants section.

FULL COOPERATION 

Special Rules

track, you get 1 extra Fame.

interaction right from the start).

Scenario End

during this, the game ends immediately.

Scoring

Variants

BLITZ CONQUEST 

players are not experienced yet.

Scenario End

during this, the game ends immediately.
Scoring

Variants

Team Game
If playing with four, you may decide to play this as a team game 
(see the General Principles section). 
In this case, you may either keep four cities in the game, or you may 

LL CONQUEST FUL
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5 and 8 (2 players), or 5, 8, and 11 (3 players).

Additional Special Rules

track, you get 1 extra Fame.

interaction right from the start).

Setup 

General Principles section).

Special Rules

player then takes one random card from those remaining.

once during the game.
Scenario End

player does not).
Scoring

good you were. 

scoring, except no titles are awarded.

side of the Scoring card:

score 30 points for each such Round.

Round, score an additional 5 points.
Variants

Other Solo Missions

Special rules as this mission.

glades on them).

Special Rules

player.

regain them.

on them).

Special Rules

them from rampaging enemies.

produce as usual (the production starts immediately, so the 

on the map. Just a gift from the grateful miners.

Scenario End

last turn. If the Round ends during this, the game ends immediately.
Scoring

TZ COOPERATION BLIT

SOLO CONQUESTS

DRUID NIGHTS

MINES LIBERATION
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instead of Fame!

control the region. Do not allow them!

where another 2 

may put them there, face 
down, when setting up the game).

allowed to enter it.

Special Rules

Round 3 in a four player game, or from Round 4 in a three 
player game). 

this scenario.

they work similar to keeps.

rounded up.
 –  ‘If you start your turn in or next to your mage tower, you get 

(round up).

applies, except you draw three instead.
Team Rules

The Winner

side admits the other side has won. Each owned keep counts as 
3 Victory points. Each owned mage tower counts as 2 Victory 

Variants

syndrome. If you want to anyway, we recommend to play four 
rounds only, as in a 4 player game.

CONQUER AND HOLD

care. Go, and seize control of them!

dungeons on them).

Special Rules

site on it. From now on, there is a secret dungeon entrance on 

mark it.

claim your reward. If you fail, discard the monster token and 

token to an adjacent empty space to mark there is a secret 

are connected. 

Scenario End

game ends immediately.
Scoring

successful.

DUNGEON LORDS

 –  Regardless how many of them you defeated, at the end of 
your turn you get one random crystal for each monster you 
summoned (roll a die for each, like in a monster den).

them for an incantation the second night.

each enemy.
Scenario End

second Night (in that case, each player has one more turn), or at 
the end of the second Night.
Scoring

Fame, wins the game.

Variants

glade. If a glade is already at its limit, choose and replace one from 
another player.

Shields after the second Night, too. During the third Night, you 
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part of the kingdom and the portal closes after you go through it. 

while. Only the hero who is at the portal at that moment can return 
home. 

Special Rules

now on, the portal works as an empty plain space – only 

(including Forced withdrawal rules).
The Winner

does not matter.

moment when end of the second Night is announced, the player 
occupying it wins.
Variants

to 4.

Team Variant

player is the chosen one – the one that has to return. His teammate 

a safe place.

team has won the game. If no player stands on the portal, or if a 
player whose Shield token was not chosen stands there, no one 
has won the game. 

E TONE O RETURN

Some errors crept into three of the cards during language correction ENERGY FLOW ENERGY STEAL

TORNADO (on Spell card 7) and DISINTEGRATE (on Spell 
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GAME 

ONE ROUND

 –  Rearrange the Round Order tokens.

of the Round.

ONE TURN

announce the End of the Round.

then optional (sometimes mandatory) action:

or challenging rampaging enemies
site).

anopponent).

 –  Return (and reroll) the mana dice used. Next player may 
play now.

 –  Do Forced withdrawal, if you are not on a safe place.
 –  Discard played cards, return all mana except crystals.

if no cards were played this turn.).

COMBAT WITH ENEMIES

 –  Perform none, one or more attacks. You may defeat one 
or more enemies with each.

yet) and discard its token.

 –  Perform none, one or more attacks. You may defeat one 
or more enemies with each.

yet) and discard its token.

PLAYER VERSUS PLAYER

COMBAT

 –  If he attends the attack fully, he may do all as in his turn, 
including end of turn processing, he is protected until his 

 –  If not, he may not use mana or Skills, and his reaction ends 

 –  Players take turns, starting with the defender, playing 

forfeit their chance.

(including Ranged and Siege ones, or a card played 
sideways).

you.

Defensive Offensive

Enemy Token Abilities

Unit Resistances

phase (no attacks at all if it also 

Fire Attack Physical Resistance

tacks of enemies  and physical 
Combat with enemies:

damage from an attack 
it is resistant to, the 

damage remains, con
tinue as normal (wound 

again).

Fire Resistance 

enemies 
an opponent.

to at least one element 
included in the oppo

ponent has to spend 
twice as much damage 

enemies 
opponent.

 – 

 and 
 – 

Fire attacks. 

Physical Resistance

Fire Resistance

Cold Fire Attack

Summon Attack 

sign Damage phases, then it is discarded.
Swift  

Brutal

Paralyze

Poison


